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ESR’S LASER 
SCANNING 
TECHNOLOGY
Helping you find and present the truth
Investigators are often faced with complex and 
confusing incident sites and have a difficult job 
trying to record all of the different elements 
present and their relationship to each other.
Since June 2012 ESR’s 24 hour on-call team of 
specialist investigators has been called upon to 
deploy its laser scanning expertise to help the 
New Zealand Police accurately measure the 
position, size and orientation of evidence such  
as bullet trajectories or blood patterns at  
a crime scene.



Our new Focus3D X130 laser scanner has a touch screen interface and is able 
to measure at speeds of up to 976,000 points per second up to a range of 130 
metres, resulting in detailed photorealistic 3D colour images made up from the 
millions of measurements recorded.
Our laser scanning experts are called to around three crime scenes a month in New Zealand while evidence 
produced from scanning was presented at five High Court trials during 2014.
This same expertise is now available to assist other agencies and organisations charged with finding out 
what happened and why.

By using our 3D laser scanning technology and expertise  
ESR can work with you to:
z Produce a high-definition photorealistic view of an incident site;
z Quickly record highly accurate measurements of any element or aspect;
z Produce an interactive, 360 degree panoramic, multi-angle scene picture 

including ‘fly through’, ‘hover’ and ‘bird’s-eye’ views that demonstrate potential 
‘line of sight’ information, specific paths or general overviews.

z Produce a 3D immersive environment of your incident site.

By using our experience and expertise you will benefit from:
z Increased productivity through a reduction in the time spent on site;
z An improved reproduction of a site and its associated elements to clearly 

demonstrate your theories;
z Being able to investigate alternative scenarios or undertake complex 

reconstructions, resulting in a more comprehensive incident analysis;
z Creating a permanent record for evidential purposes.
Potential uses for 3D laser scanning technology include the representation and 
analysis of trajectories, impact points, the location of wreckage or contributing 
items/hazards and the position of persons/victims involved.
An incident scene WebShare presentation can be viewed on any computer without 
requiring software installation. Your digitally formatted field analysis can be quickly 
and securely transferred and stored for use in future proceedings.
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ESR (The Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited) is a Government-owned Crown research 
institute that delivers world-class knowledge, research and laboratory services to help New Zealand get the 
most out of its investment in science and innovation.
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